The 2000s
Complete the crossword puzzle below
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Across
2. ______ first started to replace dial-up in the early
2000s.
5. This jelly bean candy snack with multiple flavours
was invented in 2000, known as ______ Bertie Bott's
Every Flavor beans.
6. In 2004, this popular social media website was
officially launched.
8. ______ referred to a problem in the coding of
computerized systems that was projected to create
havoc in computers worldwide
9. are people born from 1980 until 2000!
11. was the first person to win $1,000,000 on CBS's
Survivor.
15. ______ released their first music player in
October 2001, which began to replace most MP3
players.
16. The start of an epic journey from The ______ film
trilogy follows a hobbit and his friends on an important
adventure.
19. One of the most popular TV shows was ______
released by CBS.

Down
1. This popular video streaming site that launched in
2005 was originally intended to be a video dating site.
3. This Canadian artist debuted her single
'Complicated' in 2002 and became one of the best
selling singles.
4. The first generation of this phone was announced
in January 9, 2007 by Steve J.
6. Throughout the early 2000s, CDs replaced ______
as the go-to data storage solution.
7. This motion controlled gaming system was
released in 2006, hoping to revolutionize the gaming
industry.
10. The last Peanuts comic strip was published, and
______ —the cartoonist who created Peanuts—
passed away.
12. This popular mockumnetary sitcom tv series aired
in 2005, spanning until 2013 for a total of nine
seasons.
13. These popular dolls were invented in 2001 and
were launched as fashion toys from MGA
Entertainment.
14. Before 2005, ______ hadn't come out, so we had
to use a physical version in order to to find our way
around.
17. In 2000, The Top Song was ______ by Faith Hill.
18. The biggest grossing movie was released in 2009,
and has yet to be beaten.

